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Saturday, 3 March, 2012 23:41 
From:  

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 
View contact details  

To:  

"Asia Tribune" <asiatribune@gmail.com>, "Aamir Khakwani" <zangar100@gmail.com>, "Aashi Rehman" 
<Aisha11105@yahoo.com>, "Abdul Latif Sheikh" <hellonewyork@yahoo.com>, "Abdur Rasheed" 
<abdur_rasheed_pk@yahoo.com>, "abubaker wattoo" <abubakerwatto@yahoo.com>, "abul naghmi" 
<a.h.naghmi@hotmail.com>, "Afifa Yusufi" <afifay@wwlr.com>, "ahmad riaz" <ahmadwriaz@hotmail.com>, "Ajnabi" 
<asif_jilani@yahoo.com>, "DR AWAB ALVI BLOG" <drawab@gmail.com>, "Gul Badshah Khan" <gulbadshah@gmail.com>, 
"jamal baluch" <jamalbaluch@gmail.com>, "concerned pakistan" <concernedpakistan@gmail.com>, "Dr. Khalid Luqman 
Chaudhry" <drkluqman@gmail.com>, "Dr.Shafiq /Shahid Comrade" <pakusaff@hotmail.com>, "DR SHAHID MASOOD" 
<drsmasood@gmail.com>, "Dr.Kaneez Fatima Shad" <ftmshad@yahoo.com>, "ENAYAT BAHI" 
<enayat_meer@yahoo.com>, "ethad-e-islami" <Ethad-e-Islami@yahoogroups.com>, "Faisal Idrees" 
<ms80usa@yahoo.com>, "Faqir Hussain Naqvi" <faqirhnaqvi@yahoo.com>, "farhat ali" <farhatshirvanee@gmail.com>, 
"Farooq Adil" <faruqadil@yahoo.com>, "fazal khan" <khan_fazal@hotmail.com>, "Irfan Raja" <friscazines@gmail.com>, 
"Mian Fayyaz" <luckymian@hotmail.com>, "Ghulam Mustafa" <gmmadnipk@gmail.com>, grace786@aol.com, "Hajrah 
Issani" <Hajrah.Issani@pinebridge.com>, "Hamid Mir" <hamid.mir@geo.tv>, "HASAN CHISHTI" 
<hasan10@sbcglobal.net>, "Hassan Khan" <hassansharifkhan@gmail.com>, "ihtisham Ullah" 
<ihtisham.ullah@gmail.com>, "qureshiikram" <ikramshazi@yahoo.com>, "Javaid Aziz" <javaid.aziz@gmail.com>, "Javed 
Iqbal Kaleem" <javediqbalkaleem@yahoo.com>, "Jawaid Pasha" <jawaidakhtarpasha@gmail.com>, "Jawed Anwar" 
<dailymuslims@gmail.com>, "Arif Kisana" <arifkisana@gmail.com>, "Muhammad Shoaib Tanoli" 
<shoaib.tanoli@gmail.com>, "Shafqat Tanveer" <stanweer@aol.com>, "Tamreez Inam" <tamreez@gmail.com>, "teeja 
mir" <mirteeja@yahoo.com>, ashraf.quraishi@gmail.com... more 

ASSALAMU ALAIKUM,  

 

PLEASE SEE MY NEWEST SITE: 

 

http://drumarazamemails2.weebly.com  

 

AND THEN SIGN THE GUESTBOOK WITH YOUR COMMENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  

D r Um ar Azam  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………    

Re: Dreams 



Thursday, 1 March, 2012 22:27 

From:  

"DR UMAR AZAM" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

View contact details ZAQRA 

To:  

WA LAIKUM SALAM, ZAQRA 

  

THE LIGHT BLUE DRESS THAT YOUR LITTLE SISTER-IN-LAW WAS 

WEARING AND THAT WAS REALLY YOURS PERHAPS SYMBOLISES YOUR 

DESIRE TO GET MARRIED AND LEAVE YOUR PARENTAL HOME.  

  

Blue  

Blue represents truth, wisdom, heaven, eternity, 

devotion, tranquility, loyalty and openness. Perhaps you 

are expressing a desire to get away. The presence of 

this color in your dream, may symbolize your spiritual 

guide and your optimism of the future. You have clarity 

of mind. Alternatively, the color blue may also be a 

metaphor for "being blue" and feeling sad.  

If you are wearing light blue in your dream, then it 

symbolizes your creativity. You like to pace yourself 

in whatever you are doing.  

   

IT COULD BE THAT YOUR IN-LAWS HAVE DONE SOME SORT OF 

JADDOO ON YOU SO YOU DON'T GET MARRIED BUT WE DON'T 

KNOW THAT FOR SURE AND IT'S WRONG TO BE SUSPICIOUS IN 

CASE THOSE YOU SUSPECT ARE INNOCENT!  

   

   

D r Um ar Azam  

 

--- On Wed, 29/2/12, ZAQRA> wrote: 



 

From: ZAQRA 

Subject: Re: Dreams 

To: "DR UMAR AZAM " <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

Date: Wednesday, 29 February, 2012, 23:56 

Salam 

 

Hope you are well.  

 

I had a dream, which if possible I would like interpreted. I will b ever so grateful.  

My dream goes as follows, I'm walk in my room and I see my little sister-in-law in my room and she's 

wearing my dress, its a sky blue dress and I've never seen it before but in my dream its mine. I ask her 

why is she wearing it and to take it off. She comes near me and tries to choke me, and naturally I'm 

shocked but she also looks scary and keeps repeating some words, over and over, its like she's placing a 

cure on me. Her face looks scary to me. In my mind I feel like she's placing a curse on me because of 

what she's repeating over and over. I don't understand what she's saying.  

 

I then walk off and go downstairs where all my sisters are sitting in a room so I tell them what 

happened. I'm not frightened I just think she's weird and she's doing black magic or something. My 

sister asks what was he saying and I say I don't know.  

 

I then say to my sister either she leaves or I leave and my sister says mum won't through her out you 

know what asian people are like. Its all about saving face.  And then I woke up.  

 

Generally I'm not the kind of person who thinks people are doing back magic on me but I know it does 

exist. I know some people blame a lot of the problems in their life on black magic but I'm not like that.  I 

won't deny it exists.  

 

I don't think she's done black magic on me. Never thought it.  

 

I don't really have a problem with my sister-in-law she lives with my parents as do I as I'm not married 

yet. I get along with my sister-in-law but I know she gets cocky at times. We don't fight or anything.  

 

Maybe the dream is subconscious or maybe it means something.  

 

I do try and pray salat daily and give sadqa/yaramee monthly when I get paid.  

 

Plus one more thing please. I know its farz to get married and as a girl it should be sooner than later but 

in life does everyone get married and does Allah have a partner for everyone because I know single girls 

who are 38 etc and maybe they stay single.  

 



I know my parents what me to get married soon but don't know anyone and have left it to me.  I'm in no 

rush to get married but I know asians society and my parents have never pressured me and now its too 

late. I never pursued possibilities when I was younger due to differences and now I'm not in a position to 

meet someone. Insha Allah life will fall into place.  

 

I once read "Unanswered duas will bear so much reward on the Day of Qiyamah, that a person will wish 

that none of his duas were accepted in this world." And I have faith Allah has his plans and Allah knows 

best.  

 

Maybe I'm praying wrong or not with a good heart I don't know but I'm trying.  

 

If you can interpret my dream I will be grateful.  

 

Thank you 

 

Sent using BlackBerry® from Orange 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

Date: Fri, 19 Aug 2011 22:23:38  

To: > 

Subject: Re: Dreams 

 

SALAM, ZAQRA 

   

TO SEE THE HOLY KA'BA IN THE DREAM DENOTES THAT YOU ARE A PIOUS CHARACTER AND CORRECTLY 

GUIDED IN OUR RELIGION [ISLAM].   

   

SO, TOO, IS YOUR FRIEND WHOSE HUSBAND AND DAUGHTER WERE ALSO IN HOLY MAKKAH.  

   

UNFORTUNATELY, I CANNOT SAY THE SAME FOR THE GUY YOU WERE WITH IN THE DREAM BECAUSE HE 

OBSERVED THE ARTICIAL KABA AND YOU POINTED OUT THAT IT WAS NOT THE REAL KABA.  

   

SO IT FOLLOWS THAT THAT GUY WOULD NOT MAKE A GOOD HUSBAND FOR YOU.  IT'S BETTER TO BIDE 

YOUR TIME THAN TO HURRIEDLY MAKE THE WRONG CHOICE OF HUSBAND!  

   

  Dr Umar Azam  

   

See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please:  

   

www.dr-umar-azam.com <http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/>   

http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/


   

www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk <http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/>  

   

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com <http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/>   

 

--- On Thu, 18/8/11,  

 

From: ZAQRA 

Subject: Re: Dreams 

To: "DR UMAR AZAM " <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

Date: Thursday, 18 August, 2011, 23:20 

 

 

Assalam alaykum 

 

Thank you for your quick response.  

 

I'm ever so grateful for the later email with books etc. I love reading books in general and I've been 

looking for books to read more about Islam. I Feel with our blessed religion you can never know enough. 

 

I'm also looking for books on our Prophet Mohammed PBUH. If you have any recommendations let me 

know when you have time.  

 

Many thanks  

 

Forever grateful  

 

Z 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sent using BlackBerry® from Orange 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

<http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> > 

Date: Thu, 18 Aug 2011 02:17:06  

To: < <http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com> > 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com


Subject: Re: Dreams 

 

WA LAIKUM SALAM, ZAQRA 

 

 

IT'S ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO GET COMMENTS, QUESTIONS ETC. SO IT'S GREAT THAT YOU WROTE YOUR 

LENGTHY AND V. INTERESTING E-MAIL.  PLEASE GIVE ME ABOUT 24 HOURS TO ANALYSE AND 

INTERPRET THE CONTENT. 

 

 

BECAUSE IT'S THE HOLY MONTH OF RAMADAN, I'M DISTRIBUTING THE HOLY QURAN AND OTHER 

ISLAMIC RESOURCES INTENSIVELY AND I'LL SEND YOU THESE A.S.A.P. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Dr Umar Azam 

  

See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please: 

  

www.dr-umar-azam.com <http://www.dr-umar-azam.com <http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/> >   

  

www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk <http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk <http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/> >  

  

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com <http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/>   

 

--- On Thu, 18/8/11, Anii aziz <aniiangel@hotmail.com 

<http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com> > wrote: 

 

From: Anii aziz <aniiangel@hotmail.com 

<http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com> > 

Subject: Dreams 

To: "dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

<http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>  " 

<dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

<http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> > 

Date: Thursday, 18 August, 2011, 2:44 

 

 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com
http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com
http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com
http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=aniiangel@hotmail.com
http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc1712.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://uk.mc265.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk


Assalam alaykum 

 

I found your details while I was searching for interpretation of dreams and found your interpretations 

very interesting.  

 

I was wondering if you could interpret a dream for me please.  

 

It goes as follows: 

 

I was with a this guy I used to work with (dnt really speak to him, odd txd here and there) 

Anyway, in dream we had been out chilling n we end up in trafford centre (I'm not a shopper and rearly 

go to the trafford centre) then all of a sudden while we're walkin were in mecca, the place becomes the 

entrance to haram shareef.  Exactly they entrance I used to use when I went their in May this year and 

May last year. I see the arab guides and realise its haram shareef.  I can see the white pillars in front of 

me where I know in my dream once I get there I will be able to see the kabba.  

 

I cnt see the kabba but I can tell its mecca 

 

Hes walkin ahead and I tell him to stop because that way to go if your going to do umrah n if he goes 

there he'll be doing it wrong (because I know in my dream that he's not done intention, ihram etc and it 

will be done wrong) 

 

He turns back and walks towards me, on the way out I see my friend, her daughter and husband they're 

walking towards mecca and I assume theyr doin umrah 

 

She turns back and shouts me, her husband n daughter continue on to mecca 

 

I ask her if her husband and daughter are they doin umrah n she says yes 

 

She is going another way so I ask to her do u want to come n do umrah tomorrow because its the end of 

rozay n I wana do it b4 rozay end n she says no because of somethin, dnt remember her reason  

 

Me n tht guy are walkin out n outside is a toy version of the kabba n mecca, looks exactly like it and I 

excitedly say to the guy this is what I looks like inside 

 

Hes walkin ahead n we get to the staircase that leads to the kabba and I can see ppl doing umrah just 

like it was in reality.  However the people are in clear water. I only realise when I get closer. It doesn't 

seem to affect them and the continue doing tawaaf etc (the water is up to the top of their heads. I can 

see the top of their heads) 

 

That guy falls in n I pull him bak out sayin what u doing u going to drown n this is the wrong place its not 



real mecca its toy version, this is where the shia are, lets go back 

 

As Were walking out I see shia people walking towards the water (and they scare me) and me n him 

walk out.  THE END  

 

Please could you tell me the interpretation. I do try and pray 5 times daily and I hope I'm not praying 

wrong or something. I know when I'm praying namaz things pop into my head and I shake them off, I did 

hear some bad news while I was in Medina this May and kinda went in shock. When I got the email 

while I was in the hotel I was so shocked I walked towards the mosque in a state of shock and asked God 

to help me.  I was grateful I was there for Umrah at the time of hearing it and I begged God while in 

mecca to help take my pain and make it easy for me and he knows best and there is a reason it 

happened but just make it easy for me to accept. I did say to God I think it is a test Im not going to pass 

but then I after speaking to a friend I knew I was there for umrah n there to worship God and that was 

my priority and I can deal with it when I get back home. Life has a tendency of going on just when you 

need it to stop for a second.  

 

I was ill at the time of my dream. I hadn't slept all night. I was tossing and turning all night.  

 

I am going through a difficult time and I do ask God to help me and I'm grateful for what I have.   

 

My mums worries about rishtay etc but I'm not ready. I lived a life thinking muslims were muslims and a 

good muslim was the most important thing to look for in marriage but I didn't realise other people have 

cultural issues. Pakistanis, indians were all muslims to me. What's done is done.  

 

Apologies for the long winded essay.  

 

Your interpretation would be much appreciated.  

 

Many thanks 

 

Az 

 

Ps could this email not go on the website please. 

 

 

 

Sent using BlackBerry® from Orange 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 



    

    


